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Background

CIXP: CERN Internet eXchange Point
- First IXP in Switzerland, among the first in Europe
- Three locations in Geneva, one in Zurich
- Last two years uptime: 100%
- Customers: France Telecom, Deutsch Telekom, 
Swisscom, Level3, Akamai... 

CERN IT/CS: running CIXP since 1990
- Founder and active member of EuroIX
- Partnership with Equinix
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LHCONE Shared VLAN service
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Shared VLAN Challenges

Redundancy
- protocol needed

Effective load balancing
- different capacities

Stability
- risk of loops and broadcast storms
- multi vendors
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Which protocol for Redundancy?

Spanning tree?
- inactive links can be afforded?
- may long RTT affect convergence?

TRILL?
- not yet standardized

VPLS?
- multi-vendor network
- expensive
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Which topology?

L2 => Tree topology

How to avoid crossing expensive links 
several times?

Stability vs Redundancy: better to lose the 
whole network or only subtrees?
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Which protocol for load balancing?

L2 Link aggregation (aka Port 
channel)?
- all links must have the same capacity

TRILL?
- doesn't exist yet

L3 with VPLS?

Others?
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Proposal: Compact Core

Core network with two nodes in EU and two 
in US. One operator.

All the rest: aggregation networks (L2 or L3)
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Secure the access

- broadcast control

- max number of allowed MAC addresses?

- only declared MAC addresses allowed?

- loop protection

- quarantine VLAN for newcomers
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Allowed packets

Ethertypes allowed:
        0x0800 - IPv4
        0x0806 - ARP
        0x86dd – IPv6
- active filtering at Layer2 at the edge?

IPv6 router advertisements not allowed:
- RA Snooping at the edge?
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MTU

Ethernet: Use max size allowed.

IPv4 and v6: recommend 9000B (?) or 1500B (?)

Recommend to not filter IP unreachables
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Monitoring

Beacons 
- at the main locations
- in every Aggregation Network
- need to peer with the route servers
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Operations

- lhcone-operators@cern.ch

- Ticketing System?

mailto:lhcone-operators@cern.ch
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Route servers
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Route Servers status

Up and running:
- CERN (OpenBGPD)
- MANLAN (BIRD)

Upcoming
- Geant (Two, BIRD)
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Routing policy declaration

Route Servers Autonomous System: AS20642
aut-num:         AS20641
as-name:         LHCONE-RS
org:             ORG-CEOf1-RIPE
import:          from AS513 accept { 128.142.0.0/16, 188.185.0.0/16 }
mp-import:       afi ipv6.unicast from AS513 accept { 2001:1458:0300::/44 }
import:          from AS32361 accept <AS32361>
export:          to AS513 announce any
mp-export:       afi ipv6.unicast to AS513 announce any
export:          to AS32361 announce any
admin-c:         EM9228
tech-c:          CNOC5-RIPE
notify:          extip@cern.ch
mnt-by:          RIPE-NCC-END-MNT
mnt-by:          CERN-MNT
mnt-routes:      CERN-MNT
changed:         hostmaster@ripe.net 20110518
source:          RIPE

http://www.db.ripe.net/whois?form_type=simple&full_query_string=&searchtext=-T+aut-num+-B+-r+AS20641
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Policies

Total amount must be low:
- one per Continent? 
- one per Aggregation Network?

“Every connector must peer with all the Route 
Servers”:
- Do they have to? Could different views be 
acceptable? 
- RS dedicated to one Experiment?

Mailing list for members 
- lhcone-peerings@cern.ch
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TierX: 
how to connect to the LHCONE
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TierX router interface

Shared VLAN tag: 3000

Configure IPv4 (and IPv6) address

Remove unnecessary protocols and features:
- no ip redirect
- no ip proxy-arp
- no cdp,lldp and similar
- no IPv6 Router Advertisements
- no OSPF, ISIS, RIP, PIM...
- no Spanning Tree
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Port configuration

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCONE/LhcOneBgpConfig

no spanning-tree vlan 3000
vlan 3000
 name LHCONE

interface GigabitEthernet1/2/3
 description ----> LHCONE
 no ip redirects
 no ip proxy-arp
 no keepalive
 no cdp enable 
 switchport
 switchport access vlan 3000
 switchport mode access
 switchport nonegotiate
 no cdp enable
 spanning-tree bpdufilter enable
exit

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCONE/LhcOneBgpConfig
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BGP configuration (v4)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCONE/LhcOneBgpConfig

router bgp 513
 no bgp enforce-first-as 
 neighbor 192.16.156.1 remote-as 20641
 neighbor 192.16.156.1 description ----> LHCONE
 neighbor 192.16.156.1 shutdown
 neighbor 192.16.156.1 ebgp-multihop 255
 neighbor 192.16.156.1 password MYPASSWORD
 neighbor 192.16.156.1 update-source Vlan3000
 neighbor 192.16.156.1 version 4
 address-family ipv4
  no neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 activate
  neighbor 192.16.156.1 activate
  neighbor 192.16.156.1 soft-reconfiguration inbound
  neighbor 192.16.156.1 route-map LHCONE-IN in
  neighbor 192.16.156.1 route-map LHCONE-OUT out
exit

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCONE/LhcOneBgpConfig
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BGP configuration (v6)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCONE/LhcOneBgpConfig

router bgp 513
 no bgp enforce-first-as 
 neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 remote-as 20641
 neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 description ---> LHCONE-IPv6 <---
 neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 shutdown
 neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 ebgp-multihop 255
 neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 password 7 MD5Password
 neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 update-source Vlan3000
 neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 version 4
address-family ipv6
  neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 activate
  neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 soft-reconfiguration inbound
  neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 route-map LHCONE-IN in
  neighbor 2001:7F8:1C:3000:0:2:641:1 route-map LHCONE-OUT out
exit

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCONE/LhcOneBgpConfig
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Opinions
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